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Inflation protection:
why gold works better
than “linkers”
By David Ranson, H. C. Wainwright & Co. Economics1
In this report we:
• propose using gold as an effective way to gauge and combat the ravages of inflation on a portfolio;
• explain why using the CPI to formulate a sound strategy for protecting investments against inflation is bound to fail; and
• calculate how much gold to include in a portfolio of Treasury bonds to immunize it from capital loss due to inflation.

When it comes to inflation, Wall Street

indexed bonds (IIBs) – referred to in the

Instead, we propose that a portfolio that

tends to be late seeing it coming. That’s

United States as “Treasuries, Inflation

includes gold in some form provides a

because of the widespread obsession

Protected” (TIPs) – and commodities,

superior hedge against inflation.2

with the CPI as the gauge of choice. Our

especially precious metals.

The problem with IIBs. IIBs are issued by

inflation measure of choice, the prices of

When we examined the ability of inflation-

the governments of the United Kingdom,

gold and other precious metals, has

indexed bonds (IIBs) to help immunize a

Canada, and United States (among oth-

been signaling a return of inflation for

fixed-income portfolio against inflation,

ers) to provide an asset that is not hurt by

some time now; it has taken a long time

we found that while they are constructed

inflation. The U.S. began issuing TIPs in

for Wall Street to recognize it as well.

to protect investors against fluctuations

1997; British index-linked gilts have been

If, as we expect, inflation continues, port-

in official consumer price indices, they

available since 1981; in Canada, they are

folio managers will be scrambling to find

offer little protection against inflation as

called Real Rate Bonds. Such bonds are

investment instruments with which they

measured by commodity prices such as

advertised to protect investors by adjust-

can protect their portfolios from its perni-

gold. We argue that if changes in the

ing the principal amount of the bond and

cious effects. There are two serious can-

prices of the precious metals are a supe-

coupons

didates that purport to shield portfolios

rior measure of inflation, the case for

changes in the official consumer price

from

including IIBs in a bond portfolio is weak.

index of that country.
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“How best to immunize a portfolio against inflation: TIPs or gold?” Interest-Rate Outlook, H.C. Wainwright & Co., Economics Inc., June 29, 2001.
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Figure 1: Currency Performance and Absolute Inflation in Seven Developed Countries

bonds to act as an inflation hedge for the
following reasons:
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• especially in the U.S. the data history is

average annual CPI change

too short to provide a reliable reading;
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average annual change in price of
gold in terms of local currency
Data: Calendar-year averages of daily U.S. gold prices (Metals Week) converted to local currency at
current exchange rates (Federal Reserve Board) and of monthly consumer price indices (International
Monetary Fund).
Source: “Why the euro is not under valued, “ International Forecaster, Wainwright, May 31, 2000.

Official measures provide little help to
investors who must plan for the future,
because

they

only

tell

about

what is over and done with – and they are
not accurate even about that. Wainwright
publications have been suggesting for

On the surface this seems an effective

5. IIBs protect only that portion of the

years that gold is a much better gauge.

way to immunize IIBs from the ravages of

portfolio invested in them; they have

Figure One shows that over very long

inflation, but there are several caveats:

no ability to counteract the effect of

time spans the local-currency price of

1. Although the par value of an IIB is

inflation on other assets.

gold tracks price indices very closely

tied to the consumer price index, its

It is difficult to assess the ability of such

from country to country, and the relation-

pricing in the open market is not.
IIBs only hold their “real” value if held
to maturity. If sold before then, their
prices are subject to the same
market fluctuations as any other bond.
In fact, the price will be affected
whenever the market changes its
expectations of future consumer price
movements.
2. There is a delay of some months before
adjustments for inflation are made.
3. In any case, official consumer price
indices are tardy and inaccurate
measures of inflation.

Figure 2: Local-Currency Gold Price Movements as an Inflation Predictor
Changes in CPI Inflation in Developed Countries, 1968 to date
change in CPI inflation in current
plus two following years
accelerated
changes
decelerated
AVERAGES for years in which the annual
the most intermediately the most
change in local-currency gold prices:
(ten years)
(ten years)
(ten years)
Belgium
1.80%
–0.2%
–2.2%
France
1.2 pts.
0.0 pts.
–2.3 pts.
Germany
0.3
0.8
–1.3
Italy
2.8
–0.6
–2.1
Netherlands
0.2
0.7
–1.7
United Kingdom
2.2
–0.8
–1.8
United States
1.9
–0.4
–2.1
Five EMU economies*
1.4
–0.3
–1.6
Data: Calendar-year averages of monthly consumer price indices (International Monetary Fund) and of
daily local-currency gold prices calculated from exchange rates (Federal Reserve Board) and U.S gold
prices (Metals Week).

4. In practice we found little correlation
Source: As for Figure One.

between changes in the RPI and

*Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and the Netherlands with equal weight.

changes in the price of British IIBs.3
3

“Inflation-indexed bonds: a new U.S. asset class. Will they perform as promised?” Interest-Rate Outlook, Wainwright, May 29, 1998, p. 5.
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ship is roughly one-for-one. The fact that

the true price level since no accurate

which factor exerts the most influence on

the best-fit line intercepts the vertical axis

measure of this exists. However, we can

the bond market. We conclude that price

at about 1.0 is very interesting, because

use the bond market itself as circumstan-

changes in the gold market are signifi-

it suggests that consumer prices rise one

tial evidence. The question is whether

cantly more potent interest-rate predic-

percent per annum faster than the price

movements in the price of gold carry

tors than movements in the CPI. This can

of gold over the long haul. It is probably

information about inflation that the official

be seen by observing that bond yields

no accident that the 1996 Boskin Report

index does not.

increase after the price of gold rises,

found that (as a result of a variety of

The CPI does contain relevant informa-

even if CPI inflation decelerates; whereas

measurement biases) the U.S. CPI con-

tion about inflation to which the bond

bond yields decline after the price of gold

sistently overestimates the annual infla-

market reacts, as illustrated in Figure

falls, even if CPI inflation accelerates.

Four. It shows that bond-market perform-

As Figure Three demonstrates, gold held

Figure Two confirms that the local-cur-

ance is correlated with the change in the

as an asset is far more sensitive to infla-

rency price of gold provides an effective

CPI inflation rate over a two-year period.

tion than indexed debt. In fact, the power

forecast of the direction of consumer-price

This is understandable, as one of the

of gold to immunize a portfolio against

inflation throughout the developed world.

well-known characteristics of the CPI

loss in an inflationary environment is sev-

Over shorter time periods, movements in

inflation rate is auto correlation. Only a

eral times greater than that of IIBs. It is so

the price of gold are a multiple of move-

small portion of the variation in the

great, in fact, that it can easily offset the

ments in official price indices. Figure

annual CPI inflation rate is a surprise

losses that bonds regularly sustain dur-

Three shows that when inflation was

when it occurs. We surmise that what the

ing such periods.

highest in Britain (ten years in which the

bond market reacts to is this “surprise”

Least-squares analysis determines that a

RPI inflation rate averaged 14.4 percent)

component.

one percentage-point acceleration of the

the price of gold rose an average of

In Figure Five we let gold-price move-

CPI inflation rate is associated with an

25.4% per annum during the four years

ments compete with accelerations and

8.8% pts. increase in the return from

prior. It shows that the same is true –

decelerations in CPI inflation to see

gold. This is a much more positive out-

tion rate by one percent or so.

4

even more so, in fact – for the U.S. When

Figure 3: British and U.S. Retail Price Inflation and the Price of Gold

the CPI increased most, at an average
rate of 11.1 percent a year, the annualized price change for gold over the four
prior years averaged 36.9 percent.
Even the Fed takes an interest in the

1971 to date
change in the sterling or dollar price of gold from four years prior
45
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gold-price signal. In remarks to the U.S.
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Chairman Alan Greenspan expressed his
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long-held opinion that falling gold prices
are “a reflection of a global reduction in
the long-term inflation outlook.”
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Using the bond market to compare
indicators of inflation. Even if an asset
could be constructed to mirror the consumer-price index adequately, it might
still not be immunized against changes in
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in which British/U.S.
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inflation was:
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14.4%

11.1%

7.6%

6.6%

3.3%

3.2%

average cumulative
gold-price change:

168.9

265.7

41.4

75.4

4.5

5.8

U.S.

higher than
nine percent

Britain

U.S.

between six and
nine percent

less than
six percent
19 yrs. 25 yrs.

Source: Updated from “How to immunize a portfolio against inflation: TIPs or Gold?” Interest-Rate Outlook,
Wainwright, June 29, 2001.
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Michael Boskin et al, Report of the Advisory Commission to Study the Consumer Price Index, Senate Finance Committee, December 1996.
Alan Greenspan, The Economic Outlook and Monetary Policy Hearing, Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States, 106th Congress, First Session,
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assessing the annual returns, the bond

Figure 4: Impact of CPI Inflation on the U.S. Bond Market

portion is calculated for the calendar year

1955 to date
change in 10-year Treasury yield

in question, but the gold portion is priced

120

as it was in the prior year.

BASIS POINTS
100

When calculated on this basis, the ratio

83
80

between the increase in the return on

60
44
40

same year

gold and the decrease in the return on

next year

bonds climbs to 4.7 to 1. Based on this

20

ratio, we calculate that a portfolio consist-

0

ing of 18 percent gold and 82 percent

-1
-12

-20

bonds would be insensitive to accelera-29

-40

tions in the CPI inflation rate.

-44

Figure Six illustrates this with a spectrum

-60
same
year
AVERAGES for
years in which
CPI inflation:

next
year

same
next
year
year
changed least
(averaging
0.1% pts.)

accelerated most
(averaging
2.1% pts.)

same
next
year
year
decelerated most
(averaging
-2.1% pts.)

of hypothetical portfolios consisting of
mixtures of gold and bonds and allowing
for the one-year timing difference. In

Data: Calendar-year averages of ten-year Treasury bond yields (Federal Reserve) and the consumer-price
index (Bureau of Labor Statistics).
Source: Updated from “How to immunize a portfolio against inflation: a closer look,” Interest-Rate Outlook,
Wainwright, May 23, 2002.

each case we use least-squares analysis
to estimate the effect of a one percentage-point acceleration in CPI inflation on

come than the 2.8% pts. negative return

ment of the immunizing power of gold. In

portfolio return. The result is a straight

from bonds. The ratio between 8.8 and

order to take it into account we recalcu-

line that crosses the zero axis close to

2.8 is 3.1 to 1. This provides a rough esti-

late the impact of inflation changes by

the 18:82 mix that we calculated above.

mate of what portfolio mix of gold and

considering the returns from gold and

Inflation and equities. Interestingly, per-

bonds

immunization

bonds in consecutive years rather than in

sistent inflation does more damage to

against a CPI inflation “surprise”: namely,

the same year. In other words, when

stocks than bonds. This becomes evi-

would

provide

24% gold and 76% bonds.
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But it gets even better. This estimate

Figure 5: Which Inflation Indicator does the Bond Market Pay Most Attention To? The
CPI or Precious Metals?

takes account only of the contemporane-

subsequent-year change in 10-year T-bond yields

ous relationships between CPI move-
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ments and returns from the two assets. It
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that movements in the price of gold
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reflect changes in inflation much quicker
than bonds—so much so that gold
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moves ahead of the bond market by a full
year. Wainwright identified a strong statistical relationship between gold and
bonds fifteen years ago.7
Failure to recognize this difference in timing results in a significant understate-
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“How much gold it takes to immunize a bond portfolio against inflation,” Interest-Rate Outlook, Wainwright, December 24, 2003.
Why gold, not oil, is the superior predictor of inflation,” H.C. Wainwright & Co., World Gold Council, November 2005.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity of T-Bond/Gold Portfolio Mixes to “Inflation Surprises” Combining
bond returns with gold-price change one year in the past

gold as an indicator of the general price
level and compare correlations between

1968 to date
4

its year-to-year change and subsequent
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stock and bond performance. Although
bonds are hurt more by inflation than
equities in the short term, over time the

3
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2
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1

reverse is true, as Figure Seven demonstrates. This means that, contrary to popular opinion, stocks are the opposite
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of a hedge against inflation. And since

0
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inflation hurts equities as well as bonds,
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for
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as well.
Source: “How much gold it takes to immunize a bond portfolio against inflation,” Interest-Rate Outlook,
Wainwright, December 24, 2003.

Investment implications. T-bond prices
are hurt by accelerations in the rate of
inflation as measured by the consumer

very attractive properties as an inflation-

Thus gold is an excellent choice for

price index. But the price of gold is sev-

immunizing asset. While IIBs can only

the investor seeking an asset to hedge

eral times more sensitive on the upside.

immunize that part of the portfolio they

against inflation. The only immunizing

Thus including gold in a bond portfolio is

represent, and then only in terms of par

asset we can identify that is superior to

an effective way to immunize portfolio

value and not price, gold is an asset that

gold is a basket of precious metals that

returns against rising inflation.

goes up with inflation—and better still, its

includes silver and platinum in addition

In addition to being a superior inflation

price increases at several times the infla-

to gold.

gauge to the CPI itself, gold has some

tion rate.

But there are a couple of important
caveats. First, the correlation between

Figure 7: Persistent Inflation Does More Damage to Stocks than Bonds

gold prices and T-bond prices is very

1954 to date
annualized five-year performance

close, but gold leads bonds by a year. In
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order to take full advantage of the immu-

13.1

nizing properties of gold, the investor
must have invested in gold a year before

10.6
9.4

10

Bonds

inflation shows up in the CPI data. That’s

Stocks

no problem since gold starts moving two
years ahead of the CPI. Second, holding
5

4.6

4.3

gold in a portfolio as inflation decelerates

3.1

would be damaging, because the price
of gold is leveraged on the downside as
well as the upside.

0
AVERAGES
for five year
periods in which
precious metals:

Bonds

Stocks

rose most
(averaging 136%)

Bonds

Stocks

rose moderately
(averaging 13%)

Bonds

Stocks

declined most
(averaging -18%)

Source: “How to immunize a portfolio against inflation: a closer look,” Interest-Rate Outlook, Wainwright,
May 23, 2003.
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There are other benefits from including
gold or gold derivatives in a portfolio, and in
our judgment they outweigh the downside
exposure when inflation decelerates as it

“How much gold it takes to immunize a bond portfolio against inflation,” Interest-Rate Outlook, Wainwright, December 24, 2003.
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eventually must. One is the diversification

worst-case scenario in which the dollar

portfolios.

that results from having two incompletely

price of gold goes down. Finally, gold

damage that increased inflation is sure to

correlated assets in the portfolio. Another

and its derivatives are, if anything, even

do. In the case of a T-bond portfolio,

is the capital preservation that gold pro-

more liquid than Treasury bonds.

complete protection implies a portfolio

vides. While dollar-denominated assets

Still, given our confidence that the U.S.

mix of 18 percent gold and 82 percent

fluctuate merely as a result of a variable

has now entered an inflationary period,

bonds. The introduction of any percent-

dollar, the real purchasing power of gold

the time is right for investors to consider

age of gold, however, can do nothing

remains the same even when in the

including gold in some form in their

but help.
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This

will

minimize

the

Approach and
Investment Philosophy

Wainwright

Economics

conducts

and growth stocks; low-quality and high-

history. Our research is devoted solely to

research on the performance of U.S. and

grade bonds; foreign and domestic

observation of the data. We test and

international capital markets and their

bonds; and for many other asset classes.

retest our conclusions to insure that they

forecastability. We produce comprehen-

Our work provides a much-needed chal-

are sound.

sive quantitative analysis of top-down

lenge – grounded in rigorous historical

We are specialists in identifying, testing

historical data. Comparable work is not

research – to the clamor of “seat-of-the-

and using statistical relationships to

available from any firm on Wall Street or

pants” rhetoric. Our conclusions often

determine the implications of price move-

in the City of London.

conflict with the Wall Street “consensus,”

ments in one market for other markets.

We know all of our clients personally, visit

and when they do, we turn out to be right

We explore relationships that are either

them regularly and are available to

the majority of the time. Our track record

unknown or poorly understood on Wall

answer their questions when they need

is unambiguous and monitored and pub-

Street.

an answer.

lished regularly.

We do not use “black boxes.” All of our

Since we are not affiliated with any bro-

Our methods are very different from

equations are made available to our

kerage firm, we have no vested interest in

those of Wall Street. We do not base our

clients, and we help with their own quan-

how our forecasts affect the trading

assessments on data produced by the

titative modeling in forecasting. Our

habits of our clients. Out work is disci-

government but rely solely on financial-

clients have the benefit of the longevity

plined, quantitative, rigorous – and total-

market prices whose superiority as lead-

and depth of our experience in the invest-

ly impartial.

ing indicators we have documented in

ment arena.

Our output is practical and designed to

detail.

We are one of the oldest investment

facilitate real-life asset-allocation deci-

Our philosophy is to follow an investment

research firms in the world. Our current

sions. We publish monthly forecasts for

discipline relying on facts rather than the-

array of publications and services has

the performance differential between

ory. Our work is not based on theoretical

evolved out of more than twenty years of

stocks and bonds, stocks and cash,

economics; in fact we often discover that

pioneering work in the field of investment

large-cap and small-cap stocks; value

academic theories are contradicted by

science.
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Disclaimer

completeness, reliability or timeliness.

any gold related products or any other

Without limiting any of the foregoing, in

products, securities or investments. This

This report is published by the World

no event will WGC or its affiliates be liable

report does not, and should not be

Gold Council (“WGC”), 55 Old Broad

for any decision made or action taken in

construed as acting to, sponsor, advocate,

Street,

United

reliance on the information in this report

endorse or promote gold, any gold

Kingdom. Copyright © 2005. All rights

and, in any event, WGC and its affiliates

related products or any other products,

reserved. This report is the property of

shall not be liable for any consequential,

securities or investments.

WGC and is protected by U.S. and inter-

special, punitive, incidental, indirect or

This report does not purport to make any

national laws of copyright, trademark and

similar damages arising from, related or

recommendations or provide any invest-

other intellectual property laws.

connected with this report, even it noti-

ment or other advice with respect to the

This report is provided solely for general

fied of the possibility of such damages.

purchase, sale or other disposition of

information and educational purposes.

No part of this report may be copied,

gold, any gold related products or any

The information in this report is based

reproduced, republished, sold, distrib-

other products, securities or investments,

upon information generally available to

uted, transmitted, circulated, modified,

including, without limitation, any advice

the public from sources believed to be

displayed or otherwise used for any

to the effect that any gold related trans-

reliable. WGC does not undertake to

purpose whatsoever, including, without

action is appropriate for any investment

update or advise of changes to the infor-

limitation, as a basis for preparing deri-

objective or financial situation of a

mation in this report. Expression of

vative works, without the prior written

prospective investor. A decision to invest

opinion are those of the author and are

authorization of WGC. To request such

in gold, any gold related products or any

subject to change without notice.

authorization, contact research@gold.org.

other products, securities or investments

The information in this report is provided

In no event may WGC trademarks, art-

should not be made in reliance on any of

as an “as is” basis. WGC makes no

work or other proprietary elements in this

the statements in this report. Before

express or implied representation or war-

report be reproduced separately from the

making

ranty of any kind concerning the informa-

textual content associated with them; use

prospective investors should seek advice

tion in this report, including, without

of

from their financial advisers, take into

limitation, (i) any representation or war-

info@gold.org.

account their individual financial needs

ranty of merchantability or fitness for a

This report is not, and should not be con-

and circumstances and carefully con-

particular purpose or use, or (ii) any rep-

strued as, an offer to buy or sell, or as a

sider the risks associated with such

resentation or warranty as to accuracy,

solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, gold,

investment decision.
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any
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